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You are being LIED to about Depression!

Why is it, that people assume the answer to every
illness, especially depression, is a drug? Is it because,
every single day, we are bombarded with advertisements
and news articles that pills made in laboratories by men
in white coats are the way to “cure” any ailment we
have.
“Overweight? Take this pill. Can't sleep? Take that pill,
Struggling to concentrate? Take these pills, Got
depression? Take Prozac, or Fluoxetine, or Wellbrutin, or
Ketamine, or whatever other pill and potion we can
throw at you to make money!....and oh by the way,
you’ll have to take these pills every day for the rest of
your life, and they have side effects, so you know what?
You’ll have to take a bunch of other pills every day of
your life to combat them!”
Every day we are exposed to news and commercials that
there is a new wonder-drug which will cure your
depression. Every day we are told to take a pill or potion
which will magically transform our lives and make us
happy. They show us images of a man or woman deep in
a pit of despair, struggling with life because of
depression, then give you the sales pitch on why their

revolutionary wonder-drug will “cure” you, and show you
images of that same man or woman running on a beach
or riding a horse, happy and content with life.
Those images all look wonderful, they make you think
that your life will be everything you dreamed it could be
if you just take a pill every day. There is a huge problem
with the perfect images they show you and the
wonderful things they tell you though:
NO DRUG “CURES” DEPRESSION!
In fact, when you think about it, when was the last time
a drug cured anything? Polio perhaps?
The truth is, pharmaceutical companies don’t want to
cure depression. They make too much money by just
giving you pills that help you to live with your illness.
You see, there is no money in treating healthy people,
and there’s no money in treating dead people either but there’s BILLIONS to be made from illness and
suffering!

All any antidepressant will do, at best, is lessen your
symptoms of depression. For the majority of people,
they do not help at all. The facts and figures show that
in most cases, taking an antidepressant drug is only

slightly better than taking a placebo. I would stand
almost as much chance of treating your depression if I
told you “Here, this drug is awesome and will cure
you...” then gave you a sugar pill. And by the way, that
would be a much better thing to take every day, as
sugar pills do not come with side-effects. All
antidepressants come with side effects though, one of
which might make you commit suicide!
Taking all this into consideration, you may ask “If the big
pharmaceutical companies are lying to us, why doesn’t
the government step in and do something?”. If so, good
question, however the answer may frighten you.
The government subsidises illness, they have to, there is
too much money in it. Antidepressant drugs are worth
over $10 BILLION to the American economy alone and
that figure is rising year on year. The government knows
this, and will do all they can to keep that figure rising.
For instance, in 2007, Hilary Clinton's Health bill
proposal mentioned the words “nutrition” and “exercise”
just once - the word “drugs” however, was mentioned 14
times - just like the pharmaceutical companies wanted!
The government is not your nanny, the government is
your dealer!
The Way to Cure Depression Naturally
The worst thing about the lies that you are being told
though, is that while the drugs companies are making
billions from depression without offering a cure, and the
governments of the world are encouraging and enabling

them to do so, there is a cure. A natural, holistic cure
that anyone can do extremely cheaply and without the
need for pills or potions. They won’t tell you about it
though, and it won’t gain much press, because they
won’t be able to make any money from it!
It is called the "Destroy Depression System™", a simple,
7 step guide to self-curing depression naturally. The
products creator, James Gordon, spent 20 years of his
life with depression and many of those years on
medication. He decided to do something about it by
himself, and using an amalgamation of years of research
he has done in the area, together with his own selfexperimentation, came up with a system that
GUARANTEES success..
If you would rather wait for a drug that “cures”
depression though, that’s fine. I doubt a drugs company
will ever release one though - they are still mad at all
the money they lost by curing Polio!

